At JKO we strive to provide the best training and education tools and resources to ensure the competitive advantage of the Joint Force. This latest release reflects the JKO Team commitment to continuous improvement. The new version functions nearly identically to the current version, with its appearance and display identical. Enhancements include a New Login Page design with login options now located on the right side of main page, improving efficiency by no longer requiring a user to navigate to another page to log in to the LMS. JKO Password Change Requirements improve account security, now requiring a new password have at least eight changes in character position from the previous password. A Clearance Field added to the Profile section gives Privileged Users the option of adding a user’s clearance to their profile. For the Student-role User, the Clearance field is read-only and NOT authoritative for determining a user’s security clearance. Section Availability for Resident Courses in the Course Catalog replaces the Enroll button with a Show Availability button for classroom classes. Also, the LMS automatically deactivates accounts after 15 months of inactivity. In the Profile, we moved the Add Audience(s) button to a more logical location, directly below the Audience(s) to be added area. There are additional enhancements unique to Privileged Users. For more information on the latest updates and enhancements, go to the JKO Updates for Elevated Users site in JKO VCLASS.
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